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Executive Summary
Castor 900 WG fungicide is a water dispersible granule containing the active ingredient chlorothalonil, plus
other components. It is intended to be used as a fungicide. The active ingredient is not new to New Zealand.
The applicant seeks to have the substance approved for use on a wide variety of crops. Requested
application methods are ground based and aerial.
We have assessed the risks to people and the environment in New Zealand from the use of Castor 900 WG
as a result of the request of the Decision Making committee during the reassessment of chlorothalonil for
home use to evaluate the risks of the active ingredient during commercial use. The staff used the endpoint
data available and the standard risk assessment methodologies used by the EPA. Full details of the risk
assessment can be found in Appendices H and J.
Unless otherwise stated, all endpoint data summarised in this document were sourced from the internal
database. Additional data were requested but was not provided.
There does not appear to be any application method or crop scenario that does not pose significant adverse
human health risks to the operator, even when wearing full PPE including a respirator, except application to
grapes and ornamentals. However, the re-entry interval for harvesting these crops is noted to be quite long
and would require buffer zones >8 m.
The risks presented below are based on the risk assessment. During the environmental risk assessment,
significant data gaps were identified and therefore there might be unidentified risks.
The aquatic risk assessment indicated that most of the use patterns resulted in risks that could not be
managed by controls. The use patterns for which the risks could be managed applying buffer zones are:
Boom – C (Turf, low application rate only), Boom – F (Wheat, low application rate only), Airblast worst case –
Vineyard (Grapes), Airblast – B (Pip fruit) and Airblast – C (Stone fruit). The risks from the other scenarios
were considered too high and therefore were not further evaluated.
For the remaining scenarios, a risk for groundwater contamination was established for the Airblast worst
case – Vineyard (Grapes) scenario.
The acute risks to soil macrofauna were considered to be below the level of concern. Not all risks to the soil
environment could be evaluated. Risks to plants were considered to be below the level of concern, however,
it should be noted that limited information was available.
For birds, chronic risks were identified for all remaining scenarios except Boom – F (Wheat, low application
rate only).
The acute risks for bees were considered to be below the level of concern for the five remaining use
patterns.
As indicated, significant data gaps were identified. Gaps related to the environmental fate of chlorothalonil
and the metabolites in the environment as well as gaps in the toxicological information.
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Considering the identified risks, uncertainties, and data gaps, the EPA staff suggest weighing these against
the benefits and advises a precautionary approach towards this application.
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Subclass 9.1 Aquatic ecotoxicity

9.1A

Subclass 9.2 Soil ecotoxicity

9.2C

Subclass 9.3 Terrestrial vertebrate
9.3B
ecotoxicity

2.2.

One mammalian toxicity study was submitted as part of the application. The results from that study
indicate the substance is of low acute toxicity and should be classified 6.1D for acute inhalation
toxicity. However the report is currently deemed as not valid as the specifics of the test article are not
known and the test report has not been signed off for any aspect of the study. Therefore, mixture
calculation for this endpoint was used based on the classification for chlorothalonil (HSNO approval
HSR002825) 6.1B LC50 0.092 mg/L.

2.3.

Based on mixture rules, the substance should also be classified 6.1B, 6.3B, 8.3A, 6.5B, 6.7B, 6.9A,
9.1A, 9.2C and 9.3B. Insufficient information is available to determine the classification to terrestrial
invertebrates.

2.4.

The applicant proposed the same hazard classifications as those we identified, with the exception of
not proposing a classification for soil ecotoxicity and classifying the material as a 6.4A for eye irritancy.
The most likely explanation for the difference is that the applicant did not consider toxicity to plants
when determining the 9.2 classification and did not consider the active to be corrosive to eyes and
self-classified it as a severe irritant (6.4A).

3. Risk assessment context
3.1.

We consider there is potential for significant exposure to people and/or the environment during the use
phase of the lifecycle. We have, therefore, undertaken quantitative risk assessments to understand
the likely exposures to the substance under the use conditions proposed by the applicant.

3.2.

During the importation, manufacture, transportation, storage and disposal of this substance we believe
that the proposed controls and other legislative requirements will sufficiently mitigate risks to a
negligible level. This assessment takes into account the existing HSNO requirements around
packaging, identification and disposal of hazardous substances. In addition, the Land Transport Rule
45001, Civil Aviation Act 1990, Maritime Transport Act 1994 and New Zealand’s health and safety at
work requirements all have provisions for the safe management of hazardous substances.

4. Human health risk assessment
4.1.

We consider the risks (from the use of active, as a proxy for substance) on users and operators of the
substance, re-entry workers and bystanders.
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4.2.

Significant risk (RQ >1) exists for the operator during the mixing, loading and application of Castor 900
WG via a spray boom, aerial, or airblast onto all crops. These risks cannot be mitigated (RQ<1) even
through the use of full PPE (including a respirator) except during the application of the substance via a
boom to grapes and ornamentals.

4.3.

Predicted exposures to active for workers re-entering and working in areas where the substance has
been applied to grapes or ornamentals are above the AOEL, indicating that exposures are
unacceptably high. The re-entry interval for re-entry of workers requires 50 days with gloves for grapes
and 53 days with ornamentals.

4.4.

Estimated bystander exposure from spray drift after application to grapes and ornamentals is above
the AOEL (8 m application distance) for high boom fine droplets and below the AOEL for high boom
coarse droplets and low boom application with both droplet types.

4.5.

Two impurities of toxicological concern, hexachlorobenzene and decachlorobiphenyl, have been
identified by the Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO). The certificate of analysis provided by the
applicant indicates both are at a level below the maximum allowable level.

5. Environmental risk assessment
5.1.

Risks to the environment were evaluated considering a wide range of environmental receptors. The
risk assessment followed the EPA risk assessment approach incorporating information the EPA holds
in the internal database.

Identified risks
5.2.

It should be noted that significant data gaps were identified during the assessment. The risks
presented below only highlight the risk assessment, data gaps are discussed in separate section.

5.3.

The evaluation of the environmental fate characteristics of the substance indicating that there is a
potential for bioaccumulation. The risk assessment indicated that this is a risk for the aquatic
environment but not for the terrestrial environment (earthworm eating birds).

5.4.

The aquatic risk assessment indicated that all risks patterns, without controls, triggered risks above
the level of concern. For some of the use scenarios: Boom – C (turf low application rate), Boom – F
(wheat low application rate), Airblast – worst case (grapes only), Airblast – B (pip fruit) and Airblast – C
(stone fruit) these risks could be managed with buffer zones. The buffer zones required for the other
use patterns were too large to be practical and therefore these risks were considered unmanageable.
The rest of the risk assessment was only performed on the use scenarios of which the aquatic risks
were manageable.

5.5.

Ground water contamination was considered a potential risk for the airblast - worst case (grapes only)
scenario from the chlorothalonil.
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5.6.

The acute risk to soil macrofauna was considered to be below the level of concern, the risk to soil
microbiota was considered low. Some concerns regarding the metabolites were identified regarding
groundwater contamination and persistence, however, due to a lack of information these could not be
quantified.

5.7.

Although limited information was available on the toxicity of the active ingredient on plants the risks
were considered low, and risks could not be fully excluded.

5.8.

For birds, the acute risks were considered to be below the level of concern. Chronic risks were
identified for threatened species in the following scenarios: Boom – C (turf low application rate),
Airblast - worst case (grapes only), Airblast – B (pip fruit) and Airblast – C (stone fruit). Risks for nonthreatened species were identified for the following scenarios: Airblast – worst case (grapes only),
Airblast – B (pip fruit) and Airblast – C (stone fruit). No risks were identified for scenario Boom – F
(wheat low application rate).

5.9.

The acute contact risk for bees was considered below the level of concern.

Data gaps and uncertainties
5.10. Significant data gaps were identified and therefore the risks identified above might underestimate
actual risks.
5.11. Limited information is available regarding the metabolism pathway of chlorothalonil in the environment.
Insufficient information was available to determine the distribution of the active ingredient and
metabolites between the water and sediment phase. Therefore, it could not be determined if an
evaluation regarding the toxicity of the sediment is required. As a result, the risks could not be
determined so this data gap is considered significant.
5.12. Based on internal information staff identified several other metabolites in the aquatic and soil
environment. Insufficient information was available to staff to determine the formation fraction of most
of these metabolites as well as the environmental fate parameters. Therefore, staff were unable to
determine the potential environmental impact relative to the parent substance.
5.13. Metabolite SDS-3701 is ubiquitous and consistently reaches high concentrations, typically 10 to 40%
of the total applied radiation. Therefore, staff considered that at least the risks for this metabolite in the
aquatic environment (including sediment), terrestrial environment and leaching potential in
groundwater should be evaluated. This is considered a significant data gap.
5.14. Insufficient information was available regarding the effects of the active ingredient and the metabolites
to sediment-dwelling organisms. Taking into consideration the environmental fate characteristics of the
active ingredient exposure is likely. Therefore, this is considered a significant data gap.
5.15. For the soil environment, data gaps were identified for metabolites (earthworms, micro-organisms and
seedling emergence). Furthermore, no chronic risk assessment could be performed for the active
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ingredient. Therefore, this risk assessment is considered insufficient to assess all soil risks. This is
considered a significant data gap
5.16. Insufficient information for plants was available for the active ingredient to do a full assessment,
however, this data gap was considered acceptable because considering the use pattern adverse
effects are unlikely. An assessment of the potential effects of SDS-307 on seedling emergence would
have been appropriate.
5.17. Significant data gaps were identified for the pollinator assessment namely the lack of information
regarding the oral risk to adult bees and the risks to larvae from the active ingredient. Based on the
use patterns exposure is likely in a wide variety of scenarios. This is considered a significant data gap.
5.18. No suitable information was available to determine the risks to non-target arthropods, especially
considering the risks to aquatic crustaceans, to which an effect is considered likely. Therefore, this
gap is considered significant.

Conclusion
5.19. Taking into consideration the identified risks and data gaps a precautionary approach is advised when
weighing the risks and benefits of the substance.

6. Proposed controls
6.1.

From an environmental perspective, the EPA considers that the aquatic risks for most of the use
patterns cannot be managed even with controls.

6.2.

For the use patterns for which the aquatic risks can be managed, controls regarding use pattern
(method, application rate, and frequency) as well as buffer zones (downwind as well as run-off) are
required for the mitigation. Chronic risks to birds were identified to be high for these use patterns.
These risks cannot managed by controls.

6.3.

At this point, no controls are suggested. In case the benefits are considered to outweigh the risk,
controls can be formulated, however, these controls will not mitigate all the risks and uncertainties.

Appendix A: Proposed controls
Physical hazards controls
Apply the Approved Handler Controls (AH1, F4):

Yes

No

Apply the Tracking control (TR1):

Yes

No

Yes

No

Toxicity controls
Apply the Approved Handler Controls - Highly Toxic Substances (AH1, T6):
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Apply the Tracking Control - Highly Toxic Substances (TR1):

Yes

No

Other toxicity controls
The following limits are proposed for toxicologically relevant impurities in the technical grade active
ingredient chlorothalonil:
•

Hexachlorobenzene: 0.04 g/kg maximum

•

Decachlorobiphenyl: 0.03 g/Kg maximum

Ecotoxicity controls
Apply the Approved Handler Controls- Highly ecotoxic substances (AH1, E7):

Yes

No

Apply the Tracking control- Highly ecotoxic substances (TR1):

Yes

No

The controls are triggered by the 9.1A classification, however, current policy is not to apply these controls if
triggered by ecotoxicity.

Maximum application rate
From an environmental perspective, the EPA considers that the aquatic risks for most of the use patterns
cannot be managed even with controls.
For the use patterns for which the aquatic risks can be managed controls regarding use pattern (method,
application rate, and frequency) as well as buffer zones (downwind as well as run-off) are required for the
mitigation. Chronic risks to birds were identified to be high for these use patterns. These risks cannot
managed by controls.
At this point, no controls are suggested. In case the benefits are considered to outweigh the risk, controls
can be formulated, however, these controls will not mitigate all the risks and uncertainties

Other ecotoxicity controls
For some use patterns the aquatic risks can be managed controls. However, chronic risks to birds were
identified to be high for these use patterns. The risks to birds cannot managed by controls. Significant data
gaps were identified during the risk assessment adding uncertainty to the assessment, and as noted aquatic
risks for most use patterns cannot be managed with controls.
The staff recommend applying the precautionary approach when the risk and benefits are weighed against
each other. At this point, because the identified risks cannot be managed by controls, no controls are
suggested. If the benefits are considered to outweigh the risks, controls can be formulated, however, these
controls will not mitigate all the risks and uncertainties.
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their use in essential enzymatic interactions. This leaves the glutathione-dependent enzymes unable to
function and ultimately leads to the death of the cell.
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a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l

Where relevant, the use situation should be descr bed (eg fumigation of soil)
Outdoor or field use (F), glasshouse application (G) or indoor application (I).
eg biting and sucking insects, soil borne insects, foliar fungi, weeds
eg wettable powder (WP), emulsifiable concentrate (EC), granule (GR)
CropLife international, 2008. Technical Monograph no 2, 6th edition. Catalogue of pesticide formulation types and international coding system
All abbreviations used must be explained
g/kg or g/l or others
Method, eg high volume spraying, low volume spraying, spreading, dusting, drench, aerial, etc
,
Kind, eg overall, broadcast, aerial spraying, row, individual plant, between the plant - type of equipment used must be indicated. If spraying include droplet size spectrum
growth stage at last treatment (BBCH Monograph, Growth Stages of Plants, 1997, Blackwell (ISBN 3-8263-3152-4) , including where relevant, information on season at time of application
Indicate the minimum and maximum number of application possible under practical conditions of use
Remarks may include: Extent of use/economic importance/restrictions
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Appendix F: Mammalian toxicology
Executive summaries and list of endpoints for chlorothalonil
No toxicology data submitted by the applicant were valid for use in the risk assessment. Additional data on
the substance were requested from the applicant but not provided to staff. All information noted below was
derived from the EPA internal database for chlorothalonil (ID: 2122). chlorothalonil is approved for use in
several approved substances in New Zealand.

General conclusion about mammalian toxicology of active
ingredient(s) and metabolite(s)
Acute toxicity, irritation and sensitisation
chlorothalonil is of relatively low acute toxicity by oral and dermal exposure routes, but is quite toxic following
inhalation and should be classified 6.1B (inhalation). chlorothalonil is a skin irritant (6.3B) and is an eye
corrosive (8.3A). chlorothalonil was shown to be a contact sensitiser (6.5B).

Mutagenicity
chlorothalonil is not considered genotoxic following in vivo exposure.

Carcinogenicity
chlorothalonil has tumorigenic properties and is classified as a 6.7B carcinogen.

Reproductive and developmental toxicity
chlorothalonil is not considered a reproductive or developmental toxicant.

Target organ toxicity
chlorothalonil is classified for target organ (kidney) toxicity 6.9A.

Toxicokinetics and dermal absorption
No data were submitted by the applicant on their formulation.

Appendix G: Ecotoxicity
Executive summaries and list of endpoints
Unless otherwise noted, all information was obtained from the EPA internal database, additional data were
requested from the applicant but not all information was provided to the staff.

Aquatic toxicity
Table 13 contains the acute and chronic aquatic toxicity test results for the active ingredient.
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1: the internal database indicates that this study is performed as flow through which is technically not possible for algae, endpoint is population decrease which is not a typical endpoint.
2: Study provided by
and therefore not used for classification
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Metabolites
The significance of multiple metabolites, based on formation fractions and environmental fate characteristics,
could not be determined. No ecotoxicity information was available and therefore it could not be concluded
whether the metabolites should have been evaluated in the risk assessment.
Metabolite SDS-3701 is formed up to 40% and the internal database indicates that the metabolite is
persistent in water (no DT50 value available). Based on the information held in the internal database the
toxicity is in the same order of magnitude as the parent, this in combination with the higher persistence
compared to the parent would justify an environmental assessment. However, insufficient information is
available to perform this assessment.

General conclusion about aquatic toxicity
Chlorothalonil and Castor 900 WG Fungicide trigger the HSNO thresholds for a class 9.1A based on the
toxicity to the aquatic environment.
The toxicity is related to acute as well as chronic endpoints, however, based on the rapid degradation in
aquatic systems prolonged exposure might not occur. This needs to be evaluated during the risk
assessment.
Insufficient information was available to determine the distribution of the active ingredient and metabolites
between the water and sediment phase. Therefore, it could not be determined if an evaluation regarding the
toxicity of the sediment is required. As a result, the significance of this data gap should be evaluated in the
risk assessment.

Soil toxicity
Table 14 contains the acute and chronic soil toxicity test results for the active ingredient.
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Appendix H: Human health risk assessment methodology
Introduction
Our pesticide exposure assessment methodology has been developed to estimate exposure to
pesticides used for commercial agricultural purposes. It calculates risk quotients and the control
measures necessary to reduce bystander, operator and re-entry worker exposure to acceptable
levels. In addition it estimates the buffer zones required to protect aquatic organisms in a still water
body from pesticide spray drift. The purpose of this appendix is to explain the approach, so that
stakeholders can understand how the exposure and risk assessments are carried out.

Data input
The exposure assessment modelling approach requires the following variables as a minimum
•

Formulation type (liquid, powder, granule, powder)

•

Application rate for ground boom, airblast or aerial application (g a.i./ha) as applicable

•

Acceptable Operator Exposure Level (AOEL) (mg/kg bw/day)

•

Dermal absorption of the active ingredient.

In addition, there are many variables that can be varied to refine an assessment or default values can
be used. The following sections describe these variables and how they are used in the risk
assessment process.

Operator exposure and risk
An operator’s exposure is estimated using the UK Chemicals Regulation Directorate (CRD) version of
the BBA (German Federal Biological Institute) operator exposure model (Chemicals Regulation
Directorate, 2016c).
To estimate operator exposure the following information is required:
•

application rate

•

application type

•

formulation type.

Information about the following variables can also be used (or if they are not available default values
are used).
•

Dermal absorption from spray

•

Dermal absorption from product

•

Work rate.

The European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) has published guidance on the assessment of dermal
absorption of pesticides which can be used to inform the interpretation of dermal absorption studies
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•

No PPE during mixing, loading and application;

•

Gloves only during mixing and loading;

•

Gloves only during application;

•

Full PPE during mixing, loading and application (excluding respirator);

•

Full PPE during mixing, loading and application (including FP1, P1 and similar respirator
achieving 75 % inhalation exposure reduction)

•

Full PPE during mixing, loading and application (including FP2, P2 and similar respirator
achieving 90 % inhalation exposure reduction

The level of PPE that is required is determined based on which scenario reduces exposure to an
acceptable level.

Re-entry worker exposure and risk
The re-entry worker exposure is based on dermal exposure through contact with foliar residues only;
inhalation exposure or exposure to other contaminated surfaces (eg soil) is not accounted for. If
required it is possible to estimate exposure via these routes using the approaches outlined in the
EFSA model (EFSA, 2014). Re-entry exposure is calculated using the formula below which was
developed by other regulators (Chemicals Regulation Directorate, 2016b, EUROPOEM, 2002).

Re-entry worker exposure = DFR x TC x WR x AR x DA
BW

These parameters, with default values where they exist, are:
•

DFR is the Dislodgeable Foliar Residue (3 µg/cm2 per kg a.i./ha)

•

TC is the Transfer coefficient for the anticipated activity being performed (cm2/hr,
defaults in Table K3)

•

WR is the work rate per day (default is 8 hrs/day; note that it is possible to change this
value if it is deemed necessary)

•

AR is the Application rate (kg/ha)

•

BW is the Body weight (70 kg)

•

DA is the dermal absorption, expressed as a proportion. The appropriate dermal
absorption value for exposure to dried dispersed residue should be the higher of the
values for the concentrate and the spray dilution (EFSA, 2012).

Transfer coefficients
Transfer coefficients refer to the amount of contact between a re-entry worker and foliage. These are
regarded as independent of the active ingredient/product used and depend on the crop type and the
activity that the re-entry worker is carrying out (EUROPOEM, 2002). In the absence of data, we will
use the values in Table 19 obtained from overseas regulators.
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The DFR immediately following the nth application (DFRn(a)) is estimated by assuming first order
dissipation and using the following equation derived from the FOCUS guidance (FOCUS, 1997):

DFRn(a) = DFRsingle-application x (1-e-nki)/(1-e-ki)
where
n is the number of applications
k is the rate constant for foliar dissipation
i is the interval between applications (days).

If k is unknown, the FOCUS default of 0.0693, corresponding to a half-life foliar of 10 days, is used
(FOCUS Working Group on Surface Water Scenarios, 2003).
The reduction in DFRn(a) over time after last application is then given by:

DFRn(a)+t = DFRn(a) x e-kt

where
t is days since last application.

Risks to re-entry workers immediately after application
Risk to re-entry workers immediately after the final treatment is estimated using the following
approach, which compares the predicted exposure to the AOEL.
The absorbed dose is calculated by:

DFRn(a) x C x D

where
C = TC x WR x AR/BW
D = Dermal absorption.
Therefore the risk to re-entry workers immediately after the final application is given by the following
equation:

RQ = DFRn(a) x C x D/AOEL
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Calculation of Restricted Entry Intervals (REI)
The REI is determined as being the day when the exposure multiplied by the dermal absorption
equals the AOEL, ie

DFRn(a)+t x C x D = AOEL

Substituting DFRn(a) x e-kt for DFRn(a)+t, setting t as the REI (R) and rearranging the equation, gives:

DFRn(a) x e-kR x C x D = AOEL
e-kR = AOEL/DFRn(a) x C x D
ekR = DFRn(a) x C x D/AOEL
R = ln(DFRn(a) x C x D/AOEL)/k

Bystander exposure and risk
Default exposure parameters
The following exposure parameters can be changed by the user or, if they are not, default values
obtained from overseas regulators (outlined here in brackets) will be used:
•

Distance from the edge of the application area at which a toddler’s exposure will be
estimated (8 m)

•

Turf transferable residue grass (0.05) (EFSA, 2014)

•

Turf transferable residue object (0.2) (EFSA, 2014)

•

Transfer coefficients (2600 cm2/hr) (EFSA, 2014)

•

Exposure duration (2 hrs) (EFSA, 2014)

•

Toddler body weight (15 kg) (Chemicals Regulation Directorate, 2016a)

•

Saliva extraction factor (0.5) (EFSA, 2014)

•

Surface area of hands (20 cm2) (EFSA, 2014)

•

Frequency of hand to mouth events (9.5 events)/hour ( EFSA, 2014)

•

Ingestion rate grass (25 cm2/day) (EFSA, 2014)

•

Ingestion rate soil (100 mg/day) (Chemicals Regulation Directorate, 2016a)

•

Fraction of residue remaining in the soil (1) (US EPA, 2007)

•

Soil density factor (6.7 x 10-4cm3/mg) (US EPA, 2007).

Exposure calculations
The approach used estimates the exposure to contaminated residues of a toddler 8 m (default) away
from the edge of the area to which the substance was applied (ie exposure is to surfaces on which
spray has deposited; not through direct contact with the spray).
Exposure is estimated using the equations from the European Food Safety Authority (EFSA) which
account for dermal exposure, hand-to-mouth exposure and object-to-mouth exposure (EFSA, 2014).
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In addition, incidental ingestion of soil is taken into account using a modified exposure equation from
the United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) (US EPA, 2007). These equations are
all listed in Section I.5.
Dermal absorption is also factored into the dermal exposure assessment. In this case the dermal
absorption value used is the value for the diluted spray. The same approach is used as for the
operator exposure assessment in terms of using a default value (30 %) when specific data are not
available and refining these based on physical chemical properties or data on oral absorption.
Spray drift is estimated using models specific to the type of application equipment. For pesticides
applied by ground boom or airblast sprayer, the AgDrift model is used. The model is based on data
from a series of field trials carried out in the United States in which the percentage of the application
rate deposited is plotted against distance from the area of application. These deposition curves were
taken from the Australian Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines Authority (APVMA) website (APVMA,
2010). For ground boom applications there are deposition data for the following scenarios which
represent the 90th percentile of the spray drift data collected:
•

High boom

(1.27 m above the ground)

fine droplets

•

High boom

(1.27 m above the ground)

coarse droplets

•

Low boom

(0.5 m above the ground)

fine droplets

•

Low boom

(0.5 m above the ground)

coarse droplets

For airblast application, the following scenarios represent the 95th percentile of the spray drift data
collected. These scenarios represent different types of orchard that have different foliage densities:
•

Sparse orchard (Sparse orchards or small trees)

•

Dense orchard (Citrus/tall trees)

•

Vineyard.

Spray drift deposition from aerial application is estimated using the AGDISP (v8.15) model along with
appropriate New Zealand input parameters. The input variables for this modelling are shown in
Section I6.
The following options are available:
•

Forestry herbicides (very coarse, coarse and medium droplets)

•

Forestry insecticides/fungicides (very fine, fine and medium droplets)

•

Agricultural herbicides (very coarse, coarse and medium droplets)

•

Agricultural insecticides/fungicides (very fine, fine and medium droplets).

For ground-based applications, the most appropriate value should be used. If there is any uncertainty
the most conservative value should be used. If the applicant is able to produce an alternative spray
drift deposition dataset which has been collected using international best practice and is considered to
be acceptable, these data could be used for the exposure assessment.
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For aerial application, it should be easy to determine which scenarios are applicable based on a
substance’s proposed use. However, if there is any uncertainty then the most conservative scenario
should be used. The finest droplet size categories would be expected to produce the highest
exposures and should be used in the absence of any other information.

Bystander risk assessment
Risks to bystanders are estimated by comparing predicted exposure to the Acceptable Operator
Exposure Level (AOEL). Although it could be argued that it is more appropriate to compare bystander
exposures with an acute reference dose, it is possible that a bystander who resides adjacent to a
treated area or who regularly walks around areas treated with plant protection products could receive
repeated exposures. There is also the potential for bystanders to be ‘residents’ and have a longerterm exposure. Therefore, the use of the default AOEL based on studies up to 90 days duration is
also considered an appropriate health based exposure guidance value to be protective of bystanders
(European Commission, 2006).
In the event of a substance being identified as posing a high risk through aerial application then more
detailed spray drift modelling may be possible. The results of this additional modelling (spray drift
deposition data) can then be used for the exposure assessment.

Buffer zone required to reduce the bystander exposure to the AOEL
Buffer zones to protect bystanders are estimated based on the distance required to reduce bystander
exposure to the AOEL, in a two-step process:
•

the percentage of the application rate that would deliver an exposure equal to the AOEL
is calculated, and

•

the distance at which this percentage is deposited is calculated.

Multiple applications and bystander exposure
If it is known that multiple applications are intended the exposure is estimated immediately after the
final application.
The following equation is used to calculate the concentration of the pesticide in soil and in grass after
multiple applications. This equation which assumes first order degradation is used to estimate the
cumulative concentration in soil (FOCUS, 1997):

PECfinal = PECone application x (1- e-nki) / (1-e –ki)
where
PEC = predicted environmental concentration
n = number of applications
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k= ln2/ DT 50 (days) where DT50 = foliar half-life (days) for dermal, hand to mouth and object to
mouth systemic exposure and DT50 = soil half-life (days) for the oral dose from soil on the day
of application
i= interval between two consecutive applications (days)
e = constant= 2.718
The user needs to input information on ‘n’, ‘k’, ‘i’ and DT50 (foliage). Foliar half-life will frequently not be
available. In such cases an assumption will be made that the foliar half is 10 days, which is the default
value assumed in the European FOCUS (FOrum for Co-ordination of pesticide fate models and their
Use) suite of environmental exposure models (FOCUS Working Group on Surface Water Scenarios,
2003).

Toddler exposure to a treated surface (recreational exposure)
The EPA estimate the direct exposure of a toddler to a surface (for example, a lawn or sports field)
that has been treated with pesticides, referred to as recreational exposure. This uses the same
approach as the bystander exposure assessment; apart from the fact that the spray drift variable is
not considered (ie the equations in section J.5 are used without consideration of the drift factor).
As in the exposure of bystanders to spray drift residues, when calculating the risks for bystanders
exposed directly to a treated area, a Risk Quotient (RQ) is estimated by dividing the predicted
exposure by the AOEL.

Equations used for exposure assessment
Children’s dermal exposure
Systemic exposures via the dermal route will be calculated using the following equation (EFSA,
2014):

SE (d) = AR x DF x TTR x TC x H x DA
BW
where:
SE(d) = systemic exposure via the dermal route
AR =

field application rate

DF =

spray drift value

TTR =

turf transferable residues – the US EPA default value of 5 % will be used

TC =

transfer coefficient – a value of 2600 cm2/h will be used for the estimate, this is to be
consistent with the EFSA (2014) model
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H=

exposure duration for a typical day (hours) – this will be assumed to be 2 hours which
matches the 75th percentile for toddlers playing on grass in the US EPA Exposure
Factors Handbook (US EPA, 1997)

DA =

percent dermal absorption (product specific or default value)

BW =

body weight – 15 kg which is the average of UK 1995-7 Health Surveys for England
values for males and females of 2 and 3 yrs.

Children’s hand-to-mouth exposure
Hand-to-mouth exposures will be calculated using the following equation (EFSA, 2014):

SE(h) = AR x DF x TTR x SE x SA x Freq x H x OA
BW
where:
SE(h) = systemic exposure via the hand-to-mouth route
TTR =

turf transferable residues – the US EPA default value of 5% derived from
transferability studies with wet hands will be used

SE =

saliva extraction factor – the default value of 50% will be used

SA =

surface area of the hands – the assumption used will be that 20 cm2 of skin area is
contacted each time a child puts a hand in his or her mouth (this is equivalent to the
palmar surface of three figures and is also related to the next parameter (Freq))

Freq =

frequency of hand to mouth events/hour – for medium to long term exposures a value
of 9.5 is used as per the EFSA (2014) model

H=

exposure duration (hours) – this will be assumed to be 2 hours (as above)

OA =

oral absorption (% enter as a fraction).

Children’s object-to-mouth exposure
Object to mouth exposures will be calculated using the following equation (EFSA, 2014):

SE(o) = AR x DF x TTR x IgR x OA
BW
where:
SE(o) = systemic exposure via mouthing activity
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TTR =

turf transferable residues; the default value of 20% transferability from object to mouth
assessments will be used. This is based on guidance from EFSA who used the same
value as the US EPA (EFSA, 2014).

IgR =

ingestion rate for mouthing grass/day – this will be assumed to be equivalent to
25cm2 of grass/day (EFSA, 2014)

OA =

oral absorption (% enter as a fraction).

Children’s incidental ingestion of soil
The approach that will used to calculate doses attributable to soil ingestion is (US EPA, 1997):

ADOD = AR (μg/cm2) x DF x F (cm) x IgR (mg/day) x SDF (cm3/mg) x OA
BW (kg)
where:
ADOD = oral dose on day of application (μg/kg/day)

F=

fraction or residue retained on uppermost 1 cm of soil (%) (Note: this is an adjustment
from surface area to volume)

SDF =

soil density factor - volume of soil (cm3) per milligram of soil

IgR =

ingestion rate of soil (mg/day)

OA =

oral absorption (% enter as a fraction)

BW =

body weight (kg)

Assumptions (all come from the US EPA, 2007):
F = fraction or residue retained on uppermost 1 cm of soil is 100 percent based on soil incorporation
into top 1 cm of soil after application (1.0/cm)
IgR = ingestion rate of soil is 100 mg/day
SDF = soil density factor - volume of soil (cm3) per gram of soil; to weight 6.7 x 10-4 cm3/mg soil).

Total exposure
Total exposure will be calculated as the sum of the above equations:
∑ Exposure = SE (d) + SE (h) + SE (o) + ADOD.
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Secondary
poisoning and
biomagnification

Technical Guidance Document on risk
assessment in support of Commission
Directive 93/67/EEC on Risk
Assessment for new notified
substances, Commission Regulation
(EC, 2003) No 1488/94 on Risk
Assessment for existing substances,
Directive 98/8/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council
concerning the placing of biocidal
products on the market – Part II - 2003

Guidance of EFSA. Risk assessment to
birds and mammals – 17 December 2009
EFSA calculator tool - 2009
SANCO/4145/2000 final. Guidance
Document on risk assessment for birds and
mammals under Council Directive
91/414/EEC- 25 September 2002 (EC,
2002b)

We use three different models for assessing the Estimated Environmental Concentrations and
associated risks:
The Generic Estimated Environmental Concentration Model v2 (GENEEC2) surface water exposure
model (US EPA, 2002) estimates the concentration of substance in surface water which may arise as
a result of surface runoff and spraydrift.
To examine how downwind buffer zones would reduce the active ingredient concentrations in
receiving waters from spray drift, we use the AgDRIFT® model (developed under a Cooperative
Research and Development Agreement (CRADA), between the US EPA, the US Department of
Agriculture’s Forest Service, and the Spray Drift Task Force [SDTF; a consortium of approximately 40
pesticide registrants]). AgDRIFT® incorporates a proposed overall method for evaluating off-site
deposition of aerial, orchard or ground applied pesticides, and acts as a tool for evaluating the
potential of buffer zones to protect sensitive aquatic and terrestrial habitats from undesired exposures.
Calculations are made assuming the receiving water is a 30 cm deep pond. The model is used to
estimate the buffer zone that would reduce exposure through spray drift to such a concentration that
an acute risk quotient of 0.1 cannot be calculated. It is noted that unlike GENEEC2, AgDRIFT ® model
only considers transport by spray drift. Input through runoff, volatilisation etc will pose additional risks.
To determine buffer zones that would reduce the active ingredient concentration in receiving waters
from run off, the REXTOX model is used, with minor adjustments to ensure relevance to New
Zealand.

Consideration of threatened native species
No studies are requested to be conducted on native New Zealand species. The risk assessment is
based on studies performed on standard surrogate species from Europe or North America.
Uncertainty factors included in the risk assessment process encompass the possible susceptibility
variations between the surrogate species and the native New Zealand species. However, these
factors are designed to protect populations, not individual organisms. We acknowledge that these
factors may not be protective enough for threatened species for which the survival of the population
could depend on the survival of each and every individual.
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‘p’ =

calculated for sorption to suspended solids and sediment in Sections K.10.2 and

K.10.3, respectively.

Suspended solids
psusp-solids= 1/(1+(focsusp x Koc x suspwater x 10-6)) (ECB, 2003)

where
focsusp = the fraction of organic carbon in the suspended solids (default 0.1 (ECB, 2003))
Koc =

the organic carbon normalised sorption value (l/kg)

suspwater =the suspended solids concentration in water (default 15 mg/l (ECB, 2003))
10-6 =

a units conversion (l/kg x mg/l to kg/kg).

If Koc is unknown it can be estimated from the Kow value using the following formula from Seth et al.
(1999):
Koc = 0.35 x Kow

Sediment
psediment = water depth/(water depth + (Effective sediment depth x SBD x foc sed x Koc)) (Focus
steps 1 and 2, 2010)

where
water depth =

default of 30 cm (FOCUS, 2003)

effective sediment depth =

depth of sediment to which sediment will sorb (default 1 cm;
FOCUS, 1997)

SBD = sediment bulk density (default 0.8; FOCUS, 2003))
focsed = fraction of organic carbon in the sediment (default 0.05; Focus steps 1 and 2, 2003)
Koc =

the organic carbon normalised sorption value.

Degradation
For degradation the average concentration over t days is calculated using the following formula
(FOCUS, 2003):
C0 x (1-e-kt)/kt
If it is assumed there is no degradation on Day 0, then the average concentration can be calculated
as follows:
C0+(t-1)(C0 x (1-e-k(t-1))/k(t-1)))/t
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Therefore, the reduction in C0 due to degradation (pdeg):
1+d(t-1))/t
where
k=

degradation rate constant (ln2/DT50)

t=

averaging period

d=

1-e-k(t-1)/k(t-1)

The exposure concentration is then calculated as:

C = C0 x pdeg x psusp-solids x psediment x dilution
C can be viewed as a point estimate with no dilution within the receiving water, ie the concentration in
a receiving water at a certain distance from the field. However, if it is assumed that there will be
instantaneous mixing within the water body, C0 will also be affected by the width of the water body
(dilution). Our approach considers the impact that dilution will have by considering the width of the
water body. The default width is 50 m. If a point value is required (ie no account taken for dilution
across the pond), the width of the pond needs to be set to 0.
The ratio of exposure concentration to effects concentration is then calculated by the following
equation:
0.01AR/(depth x LC50/Uncertainty factor)
The uncertainty factor varies from 10 for non-threatened species to 20 for threatened species. The
drift factor is the reduction in deposition that will give rise to a concentration in the receiving water
equal to the LC50/Uncertainty factor, and is the inverse of this ratio. The buffer zone delivering this
reduction is estimated using the appropriate spray drift curve.

Multiple applications and aquatic assessment
Exposure of the aquatic environment following multiple exposures uses the same equation as for
bystander exposure except that the aquatic half-life (DT50 (aquatic)) is used instead of the foliar or soil
half-life. Extreme care should be taken when choosing which DT50 value to use. The ideal DT50 value
to use is the degradation value for the whole system. If another value is used it must be ensured that
double counting (ie using a DT50 value for water only and also separately accounting for portioning
into sediment by using a Kd or Koc value) does not occur.

Sediment risk assessment
Sediments may act as both a sink for chemicals through sorption of contaminants to particulate
matter, and a source of chemicals through suspension. Sediments integrate the effects of surface
water contamination over time and space, and may thus present a hazard to aquatic communities
(both pelagic and benthic) which is not directly predictable from concentrations in the water column.
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≥ 1 calculated on the basis of the
NOEC or EC05

Acute RQ

Risks above the LOC

Earthworm and soil organism risk assessment
Soil Predicted Environmental Concentration (PEC) determination
Both acute and reproductive earthworm tests are static tests where the test substance is applied to
the system only once at the beginning. Therefore, the nominal dose levels in the test match initial
concentrations in the field and thus it is appropriate to use initial PEC values (no time-weighted
averages) for the acute as well as the long-term TER.
The concentration of active substance in the soil is calculated on the basis of the FOCUS (1997)
document ‘Soil persistence models and EU registration’:
PEC one application (mg/kgsoil) = application rate (gai/ha)
750
The predicted soil concentrations assume the active ingredient is deposited onto bare soil, will mix
into the top 5 cm of soil, and that this soil has a bulk density of 1.5 g/cm3 (or 1500 kg/m3).
In case of multiple applications, the following formula is used:
PEC multiple applications = PEC one application x (1 – e-nki)
(1 – e-ki)
where:
n=

number of applications

k=

ln2/DT50 (day-1)

i=

interval between two consecutive applications (days)

DT50 =

half-life in soil (days) NB: Use only DT50 values of lab tests done at 10-20 °C and pH
between 5 and 9

e=

2.718 (constant).

When there are DT50 values of several soils available, the GENEEC2 formula are used to determine
the relevant DT50 for modelling purposes.
For the off field risk assessment, we have used the same calculation as for the in field scenario with
an added drift factor. The drift factor is generally taken from the drift models produced by the BBA
model.

Calculation of TERs
TERacute =

LD50
Predicted Environmental Concentration
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TERlong-term =

NOEC
Predicted Environmental Concentration

Non-target plant risk assessment
Non-target plants are non-crop plants located outside the treatment area.
Spray drift is considered the key exposure route for terrestrial plants located in the vicinity of the
treated area. The drift models produced by the BBA for the exposure assessment of aquatic
organisms may be used as a surrogate to cover the exposure assessment of terrestrial plants
(

1995, updated by

2001).

It should be noted that these drift data have been generated with regard to intake into surface waters.
In particular, there is no vegetation barrier between the spray boom and the collector plates. In
terrestrial scenarios, however, horizontal and vertical interception by in-crop or off-crop vegetation as
well as patchy distribution is relevant (“three-dimensional-situation“). Thus, when more realistic drift
data become available they should be used.
The initial assessment should be conducted for a distance of 1 m from the field edge for field crops,
vegetables or ground applications such as for herbicides, and 3 m for other crops. Risk mitigation
measures based on buffer zones within the crop area can also be quantified using BBA drift values.
This tier is a quantitative risk assessment following a RQ or TER approach depending on the
available data. Both effects and exposure are expressed in terms of application rate (g /ha). Effects
data are represented by ER25 or ER50 values from the toxicity studies, also expressed as g/ha. An RQ
approach is used when an EC25 is available while a TER value is used when an EC50 is available.
The LOCs ascribed to specific RQ/TER values are shown in Table 30. The trigger may be reduced if
information on more species is available.

Bird risk assessment
We use EFSA’s Bird model and Excel© spreadsheets freely available on EFSA’s website to assess
the risks to birds. EFSA provides different spreadsheets to calculate exposure following spray
application, granular application and seed treatment. For bait applications a spreadsheet with Daily
Food Intake of NZ relevant species is available (

2002).

The methodology calculates TERs where exposure is calculated as the dose that a bird will receive
when feeding in crops that have been sprayed. To avoid doing detailed evaluations for low risk
scenarios, assessments are performed in tiers of increasing complexity.
The steps for the acute assessment are:
•

Screening assessment

•

Tier I assessment

•

Higher tier assessment.
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Calculation of HQs
𝐼𝑛 − 𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 𝐻𝑄 =

𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑔 𝑜𝑟mL a.i./ha) × 𝑀𝐴𝐹 ∗
𝐿𝑅50 ∗∗

* application rate and LR50 must not differ in their units, ie must be related to either formulation or a.i. rates
** Multiple application factor, refer to Appendix V, p 45 of ESCORT 2 Workshop, 2000. MAF = 1 when there is just one
application.

𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 × 𝑀𝐴𝐹 × (
𝑂𝑓𝑓 − 𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 𝐻𝑄 =
× 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 ∗∗∗

𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 ∗
)
𝑣𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 ∗∗
𝐿𝑅50

* Overall 90th percentile drift values are presented in Appendix VI, p 46 of ESCORT 2 Workshop, 2000.
** default value of 10
*** default value of 10

A drift factor for field crops of 2.77% (based on a minimum drift of 1 m) is used for off-field exposure
calculations, based on recommendations made in ESCORT 2 and SANCO/10329/2002 rev 2 final
(EC 2002a).
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Aerial B

Potatoes

6

7

0.792

100-200

Aerial C

Wheat

2

14

0.504

100-200

(lowest application rate)1
Aerial D

Beans

4

10

1.512

100-200

Aerial E

Lettuce

6

10

1.512

100-200

NA: Not applicable for risk assessment
1

: The highest application rate was not modelled because of the risks identified at the lower application rate, the risks at the

higher application rate will be greater.

Aquatic risk assessment
The basis for the aquatic risk assessment is a comparison of the predicted environmental
concentration (PEC) with toxicity endpoints to which safety factors have been applied. The PEC is
divided by the toxicity endpoint to calculate a risk quotient (RQ) value. The methodology for the
aquatic risk assessment, including the level of concern (LOC) ascribed to specific RQ values, is
described in detail in Appendix J.

Calculation of expected environmental concentrations
The parameters used in GENEEC2 modelling are listed in Table 34.
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Refinement of the aquatic risk assessment
Predicted exposures of the worst case scenarios are above the LOC. The model is a worst-case
screening tool, using the maximum application rate at the shortest interval and maximum frequency of
application. Because risks were identified further modelling was performed to consider whether buffer
zones may be able to mitigate risks from spray drift and runoff.

Spray drift
The Agdrift model was used to calculate the required downwind buffer zone to protect the aquatic
environment from adverse effects of the substance due to spray drift (see Table 38).
Because of the fast degradation in the aquatic environment, it was determined that it was appropriate
to determine the buffer zone based on the most sensitive acute aquatic endpoint.
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The significance of the other metabolites could not be determined due to a lack of environmental fate
and toxicological information.
The staff consider these data gaps to be significant.

Conclusions of the aquatic risk assessment
It was determined that some of the identified aquatic risks could not be mitigated using downwind
buffer zones. For all use patterns except the following scenarios the risks were considered high:
Boom – C, Boom – F, Airblast worst-case (grapes only), Airblast – B and Airblast – C.
The risks from terrestrial run-off from the use patterns from which the spray drift risks could be
managed were considered practical. Therefore, it is suggested to apply controls to manage these
risks.
Risks and mitigating controls are summarised in Table 43. It is recommended to apply the
precautionary approach when evaluating the use patterns of which the risks were above the level of
concern and for which it was determined that these cannot be mitigated using reasonable buffer
zones (<80 meters).
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Sediment risk assessment
Data gaps
Insufficient information is available regarding the effects of the active ingredient and metabolites on
sediment dwelling organisms.
Taking into consideration the relatively high Koc (1,800), Log Kow (2.9) and estimated BCF (820) of the
active ingredient exposure of sediment dwelling organisms is highly likely. Furthermore, considering
the high toxicity to aquatic invertebrates, effects are highly likely. Therefore, this is considered a
significant gap in the risk assessment.
For the metabolites, insufficient information regarding their environmental fate and toxicity is available
to determine their relevance for the sediment risk assessment.

Conclusions of the sediment risk assessment
Insufficient information is available to draw conclusions regarding the risks to sediment dwelling
organisms.

Terrestrial risk assessment
The terrestrial risk assessment considers the risks to soil organisms, terrestrial plants, birds, bees and
non-target arthropods.
The methodology for the terrestrial risk assessment is described in Appendix J.

Soil organisms risk assessment
The soil organisms risk assessment is based on a comparison of the PEC with toxicity values for the
substance. The toxicity value is divided by the PEC to give a Toxicity Exposure Ratio (TER). The
different levels of concern assigned to specific TER values are listed in Appendix J.
Only the scenarios for which the aquatic risks could be mitigated were evaluated.
The results of the acute risk assessment for soil organisms are summarised in Table 45. The chronic
risk assessment could not be performed due to insufficient data (Table 46). Risks to threatened
earthworms were identified “in-field” for the use on grapes (airblast) and pip fruit. However, these
organisms are unlikely to be found in these environments. Other acute risks were not identified and
therefore the acute risks are considered negligible.
The highest calculated PEC is 8.38 mg/kg soil which is below the 28 day EC 25 for nitrogen, however
indications were found that at 10 mg/kg soil an effect of 44% could be observed. Taking into
consideration all the information the risks for an impact on nitrogen transformation is considered low.
No results were available evaluating the effects on carbon transformation in isolation. However, a
study that evaluated several soil processes indicate that the risks for irreversible effects at the highest
observed PEC is low.
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Conclusions of the bird screening risk assessment
For the five use patterns modelled all indicated risks to some degree. Except for the vineyard scenario
no acute risks were identified. For all use patterns, chronic risks were identified. Therefore, the risk
assessment was refined.

Tier 1 assessment
Tier 1 uses the same general approach as the screening assessment but requires more specific
exposure scenarios. More details are provided in Appendix J.
For each generic focal species the daily dietary dose (DDD) is presented in Table H14 (acute) and
Table H15 (chronic).
The applicant indicated that the substance can be applied to all growth stages of the crops except for
Air blast scenario C in which a specific growth stage was indicated. Therefore, all growth stages,
except for Air blast scenario C were modelled.
The toxicity figures are the same as those considered in the screening assessment.
The indicator species mentioned in Table 50 (acute) and Table 51 (chronic) are not real species but
have to be considered as representative of groups of birds of the same size and same feeding
behaviour.
An acute Tier 1 assessment was only performed for Airblast worse case (grapes only) scenario, for
the other scenarios no acute risks were identified.
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Results for bird risk assessment (Tier 1)
The refined Tier 1 risk assessment indicated that the acute risks are below the level of concern.
For Boom scenario C, grassland-growing shoots, the risk was above the LOC for threatened large
herbivorous birds. New Zealand has herbivorous birds that qualify for the threatened species
approach (eg brown tail) and can be found in agricultural settings.
It was determined that the chronic risks for Boom scenario F (wheat low application rate) are below
the level of concern.
For Airblast - worst-case (grapes only), Airblast – B (Pip fruit), and Airblast – C (Stone fruit), chronic
risks were above the LOC for both threatened and non-threatened species.
It is unlikely that exposure to birds can be minimised all year round and therefore it is determined that
there are no suitable controls to manage this risk.

Data gaps
The significance of multiple metabolites, based on formation fractions and environmental fate
characteristics, could not be determined. No ecotoxicity information was available and therefore it
could not be concluded whether the metabolites should have been evaluated in the risk assessment.
Metabolite SDS-3701 is formed up to 40% and the internal database indicates that the metabolite is
persistent in soil and water (no DT50 value available). Based on the information in the internal
database the toxicity is higher compared to the parent (birds acute oral LD50 = 158 mg/kg, bird chronic
NOEL= 33 mg/kg diet), this in combination with the higher persistence compared to the parent would
justify an environmental assessment. However, insufficient information is available to perform this
assessment.

Conclusion for bird risk assessment (Tier 1)
No acute risks were identified.
The chronic Tier 1 risk assessment indicates risks above the level of concern to both threatened and
non-threatened birds from the use of chlorothalonil for Airblast worst-case (Grapes only), Airblast – B
(Pip fruit) and Airblast – C (Stone fruit).
For Scenario Boom –C (Turf low application rate) risks were identified for threatened species.
For Scenario Boom – F (Wheat low application rate) no risks were identified.
The identified risks cannot be managed by controls

Secondary poisoning
chlorothalonil is potentially bio-accumulative and therefore a secondary poisoning risk assessment
has been performed using the dry soil approach as described in the EFSA guidance. This model
calculated the BCF in earthworms and evaluated the dose to which the earthworm eating birds are
exposed.
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The risks for Boom – A2 (turf), Boom – C (turf low application rate), Boom – F (wheat low application
rate), Boom – G (wheat), Aerial – C (wheat) could not be quantified due to the data gaps but is
determined to be low.

Non-target arthropod risk assessment
No suitable information was available to perform the risk assessment.

Conclusions of the ecological risk assessment
Identified risks
It should be noted that significant data gaps were identified during the assessment. The risks
presented below only highlight the risk assessment, data gaps are discussed in separate section.
The evaluation of the environmental fate characteristics of the substance indicate that there is a
potential for bioaccumulation. The risk assessment indicated that this is a risk for the aquatic
environment but not for the terrestrial environment (earthworm eating birds).
The aquatic risk assessment indicated that all risks patterns, without controls, triggered risks above
the level of concern. For some of the use scenarios namely: Boom – C (Turf low application rate),
Boom – F (wheat low application rate), Airblast worst case (Grapes only), Airblast – B (Pip fruit) and
Airblast – C (Stone fruit) these risks could be managed with buffer zones. The buffer zones required
for the other use patterns were too large to be practical and therefore these risks were considered
unmanageable. The rest of the risk assessment was only performed on the use scenarios of which
the aquatic risks were manageable.
Ground water contamination was considered a potential risk for the airblast worst case – vineyard
scenario from chlorothalonil. Some concerns regarding the metabolites were identified regarding
groundwater contamination and persistence, however, due to a lack of information these could not be
quantified.
The acute risk to soil macrofauna was considered below the level of concern, the risk to soil
microbiota was considered low.
Although limited information was available on the toxicity of the active ingredient on plants the risks
were considered low, but risks could not be fully excluded.
For birds, the acute risks were considered below the level of concern. Chronic risks were identified for
threatened species for the following scenarios: Boom – C (Turf low application rate), Airblast worst
case (Grapes only), Airblast – B (Pip fruit) and Airblast – C (Stone fruit). Risks for non-threatened
species were identified for the following scenarios: Airblast worst case (Grapes only), Airblast – B (Pip
fruit) and Airblast – C (Stone fruit). No risks were identified for scenario Boom – F (Wheat low
application rate).
The acute contact risk for bees was considered below the level of concern.
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Data gaps and uncertainties
Significant data gaps were identified and therefore the risks identified above might underestimate
actual risks.
Limited information is available regarding the metabolism pathway of chlorothalonil in the
environment. Insufficient information was available to determine the distribution of the active
ingredient and metabolites between the water and sediment phase. Therefore, it could not be
determined if an evaluation regarding the toxicity in the sediment is required. As a result, the risks
could not be determined so this data gap is considered significant.
Based on internal information the staff identified several other metabolites in the aquatic and soil
environment. Insufficient information was available to the staff to determine the formation fraction of
most of these metabolites as well as the environmental fate parameters. Therefore, staff were unable
to determine the potential environmental impact relative to the parent substance.
SDS-3701 is ubiquitous and consistently reaches high concentrations, typically 10 to 40% of the total
applied radiation. Therefore, the staff considered that at least the risks for this metabolite in the
aquatic environment (including sediment), terrestrial environment and leaching potential in
groundwater should be evaluated. This is considered a significant data gap.
Insufficient information was available regarding the effects of the active ingredient and the metabolites
to sediment dwelling organisms. Taking into consideration the environmental fate characteristics of
the active ingredient exposure is likely. Therefore, this is considered a significant data gap.
For the soil environment, data gaps were identified for metabolites (earthworms, micro-organisms and
seedling emergence). Furthermore, no chronic risk assessment could be performed for the active
ingredient. Therefore, this risk assessment is considered insufficient to assess all soil risks. This is
considered a significant data gap
Insufficient information for plants was available for the active ingredient to do a full assessment,
however, this data gap was considered acceptable. An assessment on the potential effects of SDS307 on seedling emergence would have been appropriate.
Significant data gaps were identified for the pollinator assessment namely the lack of information
regarding the oral risk to adult bees and the risks to larvae from the active ingredient. Based on the
use patterns exposure is likely for several use scenarios. This is considered a significant data gap.
No suitable information was available to determine the risks to non-target arthropods, especially
considering the risks to aquatic crustaceans, an effect is considered likely. Therefore, this gap is
considered significant.
In consideration of the identified data gaps, a precautionary approach is advised.
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Appendix L: Study summaries
Toxicity study summaries
No reliable mammalian toxicity studies were supplied with the application for summarisation.

Ecotoxicity study summaries
The staff reviewed several studies on the toxicity of chlorothalonil. A summary of these studies is
provided in Table 54 to Table 58.

Table 54: Aquatic toxicity: Fish acute toxicity test
Study type

Fish acute toxicity test (static)

Flag

Supporting study

Test Substance

chlorothalonil

Endpoint

96h-LR50

Value

0.03 mg/L
2013). Acute toxicity in fish product chlorothalonil tech.

Reference
Klimisch Score

2

Amendments/Deviations

See comments

GLP

No

Test Guideline/s

OECD 203

Dose Levels

0.01 mg/L, 0.02 mg/L, 0.04 mg/L, 0.08 mg/L and 0.16 mg/L (nominal)

Analytical measurements

None
The study of acute toxicity of fish was performed in Poecilia retuculata
(guppy) applying five dose levels using a static test design.
The test substance was dissolved in Tween 80 and aliquots were diluted in
test medium to reach the final test concentrations. A solvent control as well
as a blank control were included.
Fish were 1-3 cm long and for each concentration ten fish were exposed.
Glass bowls (20 L) were used as test vessels.

Study Summary

Lethal and sublethal effects were evaluated every 24 hours up to 96 hours.
No mortality was observed in the control, solvent control and the lowest
concentration (0.01 mg/L). Mortality at the end of the test was 20, 70, 90 and
100% at 0.02, 0.04, 0.08 and 0.16 mg/L respectively.
No behaviour changes were observed in the control, solvent control and
lowest test concentration (0.01 mg/L). From 0.02 mg/L onwards, signs of
lethargy and ataxia were observed.

Comments

The weight of the fish was not reported and therefore it could not be
determined if the fish loading was acceptable. The holding survival of the fish
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was not described and therefore it could not be determined if the fish stock
was of acceptable quality.
The concentration of solvent in the test solutions and the solvent control are
not described. Based on the test medium preparation description it seems
likely that each concentration has a different Tween 80 concentration
potentially impacting the results.
No analytical confirmation of the exposure concentration has been provided
and therefore the actual endpoint might be lower than the presented
endpoint.
Statistics were not presented in English and therefore could not be verified.
Conclusion

96h-LR50 = 0.03 mg/L (0.02 – 0.05 mg/L)

Table 55: Terrestrial vertebrate toxicity: Bird acute toxicity test
Study type

Avian Oral Toxicity, limit test

Flag

Supporting study

Test Substance

chlorothalonil

Endpoint

LD50

Value

> 2000 mg/kg
2013). Avian Acute toxicity product chlorothalonil tech.

Reference
Klimisch Score

2

Amendments/Deviations

See comments

GLP

No

Test Guideline/s

EPA-712-C-025-OCSPP-850.2100

Dose Levels

2000 mg/kg

Analytical measurements

None
The study was performed to calculate the LD50 value after a 14 day
observation period.
A single dose level of 2000 mg/kg was tested on Coturnix japonica after
which the birds were observed for 14 days for lethal and sublethal effects.

Study Summary

The birds were young adults around 16 weeks old, each group (including
control) consisted of 5 males and 5 females. After a 14-day adaptation period
the birds were dosed.
The substance was diluted in oil prior to dosing; control birds also received
the oil. Exact dosing method was soft esophageal cavage with a maximum
volume of 5 mL/kg.
No mortality or behavioural change were observed in the control and treated
group. No differences in weight gain were observed between the control and
treated group. The food consumption was similar between the control and
treated group.
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The LD50 was determined to be greater than 2000 mg/kg
Comments

Part of the requirements from the guideline is an analytical confirmation of the
dosage level. This requirement is not met.

Conclusion

LD50 > 2000 mg/kg

Table 56: Terrestrial invertebrate toxicity: Bee contact toxicity
Study type

Acute contact toxicity in bees, limit test

Flag

Supporting study

Test Substance

chlorothalonil

Endpoint

LR50

Value

> 100 µg/bee
2013). Acute contact toxicity in bees product chlorothalonil tech

Reference
Klimisch Score

2

Amendments/Deviations

See comments

GLP

No

Test Guideline/s

OECD 214

Dose Levels

100 µg/bee

Analytical measurements

None (no requirement)
The study for acute contact toxicity to Apis mellifera was performed at a dose
level of 100 µg/bee. Bees were monitored for 48 hours.
Per treatment and in the control and solvent control 3 replicates were tested
containing 10 adult bees each. All bees were fed ad libitum with an aqueous
solution of sucrose and were housed in full darkness.

Study Summary

A positive control was included, results showed that the results were within
the acceptable range although slightly high (LD50 =0.32 µg/bee after 24 hours
rather than 0.10-0.30 µg/bee).
The test substance was diluted in acetone and applied using a micropipette,
it was not reported what the application volume of the solution was.
Mortality was evaluated in the first 4 hours and after 24 and 48 hours.
No mortality was observed at the tested concentration as well as in the
controls. Therefore, the LR50 was considered greater than 100 µg/bee
Presented statistic analyses were not in English and were therefore not
evaluated.

Comments

It could not be evaluated what age of caste the bees belonged to, the only
specification in the report was adult bees. According to the guideline young
adult worker bees from the same caste should be used. Furthermore no
health status and treatment status of the colonies was not reported.
It has not been reported what substance was used to anesthetize the bees.
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The final concentration of acetone in the solutions was not reported.
Conclusion

LR50 > 100 µg/bee

Table 57: Terrestrial invertebrate toxicity: Bee oral toxicity
Study type

Acute oral toxicity in bees

Flag

Unreliable

Test Substance

chlorothalonil

Endpoint

LR50

Value

Study considered unreliable

Reference

2013). Acute oral toxicity in bees product chlorothalonil
tech.

Klimisch Score

3 (unreliable see comments regarding sensitivity)

Amendments/Deviations

See comments

GLP

No

Test Guideline/s

OECD 213

Dose Levels

10, 20, 40, 80, 160 µg/bee

Analytical measurements

None (no requirement)
The study for acute oral toxicity to Apis mellifera was performed
exposing the bees to 5 different doses. Bees were monitored for 96
hours.
Per treatment and in the control and solvent control 3 replicates were
tested containing 10 randomly selected bees each.
A positive control was included, results were not reported according
to the time frame recommended by the guideline.

Study Summary

The test substance was diluted in acetone and diluted in 50%
sucrose. Acetone concentrations were not reported. Solutions were
fed for 6 hours. Thereafter, bees were fed ad libitum with an aqueous
solution of sucrose.
Food consumption was monitored to calculate the dose per bee.
Mortality was evaluated in the first 4 hours and after 24, 48, 72 and
96 hours.
No mortality was observed in the controls and up to 20 µg/bee at the
end of the test. At the end of the test 20, 63 and 80% mortality was
observed at 40, 80 and 160 µg/bee, respectively. The LR50 was
calculated to be 75.1 µg/bee. Confidence limits were provided but the
confidence limit % were not reported.

Comments

LR50 values for the positive control were only reported after 72 and
96 hours. The guideline recommends an LD50 in the range of 0.100.35 µg/bee. After 24 hours highest mortality observed was 20% at a
concentration of 0.40 µg/bee. Therefore the LD50 > 40 µg/bee. It was
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considered that the bees were not sensitive enough compared to the
guideline. Therefore, validity criteria were not met and the results
were considered unreliable.
Confidence limits were provided but the confidence limit % were not
reported.
Presented statistic analyses were not in English and were therefore
not evaluated.
Solvent concentrations in the final feeding solutions were not
reported.
Conclusion

Study considered unreliable

Table 58: Terrestrial invertebrate toxicity: Non-target arthropods
Study type

Acute toxicity to non-target arthropods (contact) limit test

Flag

Unreliable

Test Substance

chlorothalonil

Test species

Chrysoperla carnea

Endpoint

LR50

Value

> 100 µg/L

Reference

2013). Toxicity in beneficial arthropods product
chlorothalonil tech.

Klimisch Score

4

Amendments/Deviations

See comments

GLP

No

Test Guideline/s

OECD 214 (modified)

Dose Levels

100 µg/insect

Analytical measurements

None (no requirement)
The toxicity to Chrysoperla carnea was evaluated. The LC50 was
calculated after 96 hours.
A limit test was performed at a dose level of 100 µg/insect. A control
and solvent control was included. No positive control was tested.

Study Summary

Three replicates with 10 insects each were tested per test group.
Insects were housed in plastic containers. Larvae were fed with
Sitotroga cereallela eggs.
Prior to application insects were anesthetized and the substance was
added using a micropipette. Observation were made after 4 hours
followed by 24, 48, 72 and 96 hours.
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No mortality was observed in the control, solvent control and tested
concentration and therefore the LC50 was considered greater than
100 µg/L.
The contact bee test was modified.
It has not been reported what substance was used to anesthetize the
insects.
Comments

The final concentration of acetone in the solutions was not reported.
No positive control was included and therefore sensitivity of the
insects could not be verified.

Conclusion

LC50 > 100 µg/L

Environmental fate studies
No environmental fata studies were provided.
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ha

hectare

HQ

Hazard Quotient

Kd

partition (distribution) coefficient

Koc

organic carbon adsorption coefficient

Kow

octanol water partition coefficient

Kg

Kilogram

L

litres

Lb

pounds

LC50

Lethal Concentration that causes 50% mortality

LD50

Lethal Dose that causes 50% mortality

LOAEC

Lowest Observable Adverse Effect Concentration

LOAEL

Lowest Observable Adverse Effect Level

LOC

Level Of Concern

LOD

Limit Of Detection

LOEC

Lowest Observable Effect Concentration

LOEL

Lowest Observable Effect Level

LR50

Lethal Rate that causes 50% mortality

M

Molar

m3

cubic metre

MAF

Multiple Application Factor

μm

micrometre (micron)

mg

milligram

μg

microgram

mol

mole(s)

MSDS

Material Safety Data Sheet

NAEL

No Adverse Effect Level

ng

nanogram

NOAEC

No Observed Adverse Effect Concentration

NOAEL

No Observed Adverse Effect Level

NOEC

No Observed Effect Concentration

NOEL

No Observed Effect Level

OECD

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
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PDE

Potential Daily Exposure

PEC

Predicted Environmental Concentration

PHI

Pre-Harvest Interval

pKa

Acid dissociation constant (base 10 logarithmic scale)

PNEC

Predicted No Effect Concentration

POW

Partition coefficient between n-octanol and water

ppb

parts per billion (10-9)

PPE

Personal Protective Equipment

ppm

parts per million (10-6)

REI

Restricted Entry Interval

RPE

Respiratory Protective Equipment

RQ

Risk Quotient

RUD

Residue per Unit Dose
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